ABSTRACT Recently, position-patch-based face hallucination methods have received much attention, and obtained promising progresses due to their effectiveness and efficiency. A locality-constrained double low-rank representation (LCDLRR) method is proposed for effective face hallucination in this paper. LCDLRR attempts to directly use the image-matrix based regression model to compute the representation coefficients to maintain the essential structural information. On the other hand, LCDLRR imposes a lowrank constraint on the representation coefficients to adaptively select the training samples that belong to the same subspace as the inputs. Moreover, a locality constraint is also enforced to preserve the locality and the sparsity simultaneously. Compared with previous methods, our proposed LCDLRR considers locality manifold structure, cluster constraints, and structure error simultaneously. Extensive experimental results on standard face hallucination databases indicate that our proposed method outperforms some state-of-the-art algorithms in terms of both visual quantity and objective metrics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Object classification is an essential problem in pattern recognition community [1] - [9] . In the past twenty years, face recognition has been an active topic in various applications [10] - [22] , such as surveillance, humancomputer interface, etc. However, due to the restrictions of surveillance system, such as long distance to the interest object, it is sometimes difficult to gain high-definition face images. Face hallucination, or face super-resolution, is a technology to acquire high-resolution (HR) face images from low-resolution (LR) observations [23] , thus providing more facial details for the following recognition process.
Various approaches have been presented in the past few decades for face hallucination, which can be roughly classified into two categories: interpolation and learningbased methods. Compared with the interpolation-based methods, learning-based methods have gained more attention since they can significantly improve the visual quality for super-resolution reconstruction with large magnification factor [24] . As we all know, Baker and Kanade [25] firstly proposed the term ''face hallucination'' under a Bayesian formulation, which estimates HR image with the assistance of HR-LR training sample pairs. Wang and Tang [26] represented the input LR image as a linear combination over the LR training images by principal component analysis (PCA). Nevertheless, the obtained HR images usually contain ghost artifacts duo to the usage of the PCA-based holistic appearance model. Subsequently, Hu et al. [27] devised a kernel-based extension of the eigentransformation method, which takes non-linear manifold structures of the image data into account. Liang et al. [28] formulated the face hallucination process as an image decomposition problem by morphological component analysis (MCA) and presented a three-step framework for this task. Huang et al. [29] and An and Bhanu [30] applied canonical correlation analysis (CCA) to find a coherent subspace which maximizes the correlation between the PCA coefficients of corresponding LR and HR images. Then the global face image is reconstructed in the coherent subspace. These methods can preserve the structure of global face variations, but ignore some facial details beyond principal components and fail to get well the individual details, particularly when the available training samples are limited.
In order to handle the problem of global face hallucination methods, researchers develop local patch based methods that divide the whole face into several overlapped patches. Following the well-known locally linear embedding (LLE) [31] , Chang et al. [32] presented a neighbor embedding (NE) based super-resolution method, which first seeks K -nearest patches from LR training samples to learn optimal representation coefficients under the minimization of reconstruction error and then uses the corresponding HR training samples to recover hallucinated image with the same combination weights. Many following works of NE have been reported for face hallucination, e.g. locality-constraint iterative neighbor embedding [33] , low-rank neighbor embedding [34] , coupled-layer neighbor embedding [35] , etc. Different from those methods applying a fixed number of neighbors for representation, Yang et al. [36] introduced sparse coding technique that can adaptively select the most related candidates to minimize the reconstruction error. Recognizing that face image is highly structured, the position prior can be fully incorporated into face hallucination procedure. Ma et al. [37] presented the position-patch based face hallucination technique, which utilizes the constrained least square formulation to get the representation vectors with the same position patches extracted from the training samples. However, if the number of the training manifolds is very large which exceeds the dimension of each patch, there is no optimal reconstruction weights because of lacking unique solution to least square representation. To tackle this problem, Jung et al. [38] employed sparse representation (SR) constraints prior to improve the reconstruction results by adaptively selecting dictionary atoms. Wang et al. [39] , [40] further proposed a weighted adaptive sparse regularization (WASR) method to super-resolve face images. Jiang et al. [41] - [43] recently proposed locality-constrained representation (LcR) to generate super resolved images. This method selects the most relevant patches adaptively by penalizing the Euclid distances between input patch and each training patch and constraining the least square reconstruction, which is conductive to preserve the sparsity and locality simultaneously.
Although the aforementioned methods take linear subspace properties into account, they neglect that patches from different manifolds may lie in independent linear subspaces. Low-rank structured constraints should be imposed on these linear subspaces. On the other hand, the above methods (such as [32] , and [36] - [38] ) are all vector-based ones. In other words, before calculating the representation coefficients, we must convert the patch matrices into vectors beforehand. Nevertheless, in the converting process, some structural information (such as the rank of matrix) might be ignored. To overcome these shortcomings, a novel face hallucination method called locality-constraint double lowrank representation (LCDLRR) is presented in this paper. LCDLRR aims to cluster the input to its potential lowrank subspace and then apply the matrix based regression model to straightforward calculate the representation coefficients (without the matrix-to-vector conversion). Low-rank constraint on representations utilizes the training samples from the same subspace with more discriminative ability to reconstruct the input patches. We also desire to utilize the minimal rank of representation residual matrix as a criterion to compute the representation coefficients. Compared with SR and LcR (SR only favor the sparsity, while LcR only stress the closest atoms), LCDLRR utilizes locality manifold structure, subspace constraints and structure error simultaneously, with atoms nearest to the input for the reconstruction. Experimental results on standard face hallucination database demonstrate that our method can gain better performance than some other state-of-the-art approaches.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews related works on positionpatch based face hallucination. In Section 3, we present our proposed locality-constrained double low-rank representation method. Section 4 evaluates the performance of the proposed methods on several commonly used face hallucination databases. Section 5 concludes this paper. 
II. RELATED WORKS

Let
and C are the patch number in every row and column respectively, term (i, j) denotes the position information.
For the LR input testing face image y, its divided patches are also denoted as {y(i, j)|1 ≤ i ≤ R, 1 ≤ j ≤ C}, whose reconstruction weight vector over the training sample is w(i, j) = [w 1 (i, j), w 2 (i, j), . . . , w N (i, j)] T , and w m (i, j) represents the contribution of each training image patch to the reconstruction of the input image patch located at position (i, j). Different methods transform each input patch into an N -dimensional coefficient vector to generate the final patch representation. In this section, we briefly introduce three existing patch based methods.
A. LEAST SQUARE REPRESENTATION
By introducing the position prior information, Ma et al. [37] used all training patches at the same position to 8776 VOLUME 4, 2016 collaboratively represent input patch with
here e denotes the reconstruction error vector. The optimal representation coefficients of the input image patch y(i, j) can be obtained via solving the following constrained least square representation formulation:
It is a constrained least square problem, whose solution can be obtained via computing a Gram matrix.
B. SPARSE REPRESENTATION
In fact, equation (2) may have unstable solution. One technical substitution is to enforce regularization terms on the objective function. Jung et al. [38] incorporated the sparse coding theory that can adaptively choose the most related components to minimize the reconstruction error. Equation (2) can be converted into a standard sparse coding problem:
where the l 0 norm counts the number of nonzero entries in a vector. Since the l 0 norm minimization is an NP-hard problem, latest studies from sparse representation [44] suggest that if the solution is sparse enough, we can recover the sparsest solution via the following l 1 -norm minimization:
where the l 1 norm sums up the absolute value of all entries in a vector. It should be noted that the sparsity constraint enables the learned representation to capture salient properties, yielding minimized reconstruction error.
C. LOCALITY-CONSTRAINED REPRESENTATION
In sparse representation method [38] , it imposes great importance onto sparsity of the reconstruction weights, while neglects the locality characteristic which can maintain the essential geometry of training samples. Locality-constrained representation (LcR) [41] method is proposed to represent the input LR patch to gain sparsity and locality simultaneously, which is formulated via minimizing the following objective:
Here λ is a variable to balance the contribution of the reconstruction error and the solution locality, and d m (i, j) is obtained by the Euclidean distance:
Given the observed LR input y(i, j), the goal of face hallucination is to obtain its corresponding HR output x(i, j) and then integrate all position patches to constitute its HR counterpart X . Similar to previous methods, we compute the HR patch via
III. LOCALITY-CONSTRAINED DOUBLE LOW-RANK REPRESENTATION FOR FACE HALLUCINATION A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In previous methods, the image patches are all denoted in vector form, and l 2 norm (or l 1 norm) are usually applied to describe the reconstruction residual. However, these norms are based on pixel values, thus the structural information (such as the rank of matrix) of the error image is ignored. In addition, from the distribution point of view, we can observe that l 2 norm provides an optimal description for errors following the Gaussian distribution, while l 1 norm is optimal for Laplacian distribution characterization. Thus, l 2 and l 1 norm cannot characterize this kind of structure error effectively. Fortunately, as it can be seen from the experiments that the singular values of reconstruction residual fit the Laplacian distribution well. We know that nuclear norm is the sum of all singular values of a matrix, which can also be considered as l 1 norm of the singular value vector. To this end, we propose to apply the nuclear norm based matrix regression to characterize the reconstruction residual.
In this subsection, all the face image patches are represented in the matrix form. In other words, the patches of the input and training face images can be denoted as y(i, j) ∈ d×d and L m (i, j) ∈ d×d (m = 1, . . . , N ), respectively. For the convenience of expression, we omit the position index (i, j) in the following text. Then, the problem can be formulated as follows:
where
In [45] , low-rank representation was used to characterize the data structure via clustering the input into its most relevant independent subspace, gaining promising performance VOLUME 4, 2016 in recognition goals. By low-rank structure, the training samples and input patch in the similar subspace can be clustered. In this subspace, the original input can be linearly represented by the neighborhood from the similar subspace. Mathematically, our objective function can be formulated as follows:
and Vec(·) denotes the vectorization operator, α and β are variables to balance the low-rank property and locality constraints, ||·|| * is the nuclear norm (i.e. the sum of the singular values) of a matrix. d (as defined in (6)) is the locality adaptor used to measure the distance between the input and dictionary atoms. The nuclear norm in (8) is a convex substitution for rank operation and it has been shown that nuclear norm based models can achieve the optimal low rank solution in many scenarios [46] . Matrix Hdiag (w) represents the atoms that are exploited to reconstruct the observation y. Minimizing the rank of this matrix means reconstructing y applying only those patches belong to a low-rank subspace.
B. OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE
For the convenience of expression, objective (8) can be converted into the following equivalent formulation:
The above problem can be solved via the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [47] - [51] , which minimizes the following augmented Lagrangian function:
where 
Updating Z Given x and E, the objective function (11) can be reformulated as
The optimal solution can be obtained by the singular value thresholding operator [52] . Specifically, given the matrix Q ∈ p×q with rank r, its singular value decomposition (SVD) is
where σ 1 , . . . , σ r are singular values, U and V are corresponding orthogonal matrices. For a given τ > 0, the singular value thresholding operator T τ (·) is defined as
Theorem 1 [52] : For matrix Q ∈ p×q and τ > 0, the singular value thresholding operator in (14) submits to
From Theorem 1, the optimal solution of (12) is
Updating E Given x and Z , the objective function (11) can be rewritten as
From Theorem 1, the optimal solution of (17) is
Updating x
Given E and Z , the minimization problem (11) can be reformulated as
This problem is a quadratic form in variable w. Differentiating the objective function in regard to x, and let it be zero, we can obtain the optimal solution as follows: (21) is satisfied, go to 6; otherwise go to 1.
If termination condition
Output:
Optimal coding vector w where 1 denotes a N × 1 column vector of ones, the operate ''\'' denotes the left matrix division operation. Here, we apply the following termination conditions:
where ε is a given tolerance. In summary, the detailed algorithm via ADMM to solve problem (9) is summarized in Algorithm 1.
C. FACE HALLUCINATION VIA LCDLRR
With regard to face hallucination, the training set consists of LR and HR face image pairs. H m denote the HR face images, while L m (m = 1, . . . , N ) denote their LR counterparts. The face hallucination task aims to acquire the HR face image X from its LR observation y.
First of all, each training face image and the LR input are divided into overlapped patch matrices using the same dividing strategy as in [41] 
and denote them as H m (i, j), L m (i, j), y(i, j). For each LR input image patch matrix y(i, j),
it is represented as a linear combination over the LR training patch matrices L m (i, j) (m = 1, . . . , N ) using LCDLRR. By keeping the combination coefficients and replacing the LR training patch matrices via the corresponding HR counterparts, the desired HR patch matrix at the same position can be synthesized. By concatenating all the HR patch matrices to their relevant positions and averaging values in the overlapping regions, an estimated HR target face image can be 
Calculate the optimal weights w * (i, j) with regard to the LR input y(i, j) over the LR training patch matrices L m (i, j) (m = 1, . . . , N ):
Construct the desired HR patch by
3: End for 4: The target HR image X can be obtained by integrating all the reconstructed HR patch matrices. Pixels in the overlapping regions can be obtained by averaging the pixel values in the overlapping regions between two adjacent patches.
Output:
The hallucinated HR face image X .
obtained. The whole face hallucination algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS A. DATASETS DESCRIPTION
The frontal face hallucination experiments are conducted on the CAS-PEAL database [53] and FEI database [54] to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. All face images are manually aligned according to the locations of three points: centers of left and right eyeballs and center of the mouth (some examples are shown in Fig. 1 ). We clip the whole face regions and resize the HR images to 128 × 112 (120 × 100 for FEI database). The LR counterparts are obtained via smoothing (an averaging filter with size 4 × 4) and down-sampling (the down-sampling factor is 4) the homologous HR ones, so the LR images have size 32 × 28 (30×25 for FEI database). For CAS-PEAL database, a subset that consists of 1040 frontal view face images with normal lighting and normal expression is selected. Each subject has only one single image. For FEI database, 400 images from 200 subjects are selected and each person has two frontal faces, one has a neutral expression and the other has a smiling facial expression. 
B. EFFECTIVENESS OF NUCLEAR NORM AND LOW-RANK REGULARIZATION
In this subsection, experiments on the CAS-PEAL database are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of LRR in LCDLRR method. LRR is used to choose suitable training samples to represent the input image. For fair comparison, we also visualize the hallucinated results of Jiang's localityconstrained representation (LcR) method and our method without LRR constraint (model (7), denoted as LCMR).
The hallucinated results with different schemes are shown in Fig. 2 . The peak signal-to-noise ration (PSNR) and Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) [55] values of the hallucinated results with different schemes are tabulated in Table 1 .
From the above explorations, we can learn that: (i) by charactering the representation error with matrix regression form, the proposed LCMR and LCDLRR can gain better performance than LcR; (ii) LRR plays an important role on clustering training samples for coding, thus LCDLRR can provide complementary details for the final hallucinated results. [26] , NE [32] , LSR [37] , SR [38] , LcR [41] , LCDLRR and the original HR image.
C. HALLUCINATION COMPARISONS WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS
In this subsection, we compare LCDLRR method with Wang's PCA approach [26] , and four other patch-based approaches, e.g., Chang's neighbor embedding (NE) approach [32] [26] , NE [32] , LSR [37] , SR [38] , LcR [41] , LCDLRR, and the original HR image.
approach [41] . For both FEI and CAS-PEAL databases, we randomly select 250 images for training, and another 40 images for testing. For all comparative methods, we tune their parameters to achieve the best possible results. The neighbors number in Chang's method is 50. As for these patch-based methods, we suggest using the size 8782 VOLUME 4, 2016 FIGURE 5. Visual differences of hallucinated results with different methods on the FEI database. From left to right and top to bottom are the Input LR image, the results of PCA [26] , NE [32] , LSR [37] , SR [38] , LcR [41] , LCDLRR and the original HR image. FIGURE 6. Visual differences of hallucinated results with different methods on the CAS-PEAL database. From left to right and top to bottom are the Input LR image, the results of PCA [26] , NE [32] , LSR [37] , SR [38] , LcR [41] , LCDLRR and the original HR image.
3 × 3 pixels for LR patch and the overlaps between its neighbor patches are 3 × 1 pixels, and the homologous HR patch is 12 × 12 pixels with an overlap of 12 × 4 pixels. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show some representative hallucinated results obtained by different approaches. The first row shows the input LR faces, the last row shows their original HR ones, while the second to the seventh rows show the hallucinated HR counterparts using different approaches. From Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 we can see that Wang's PCA method leads to ''ghosting'' artifacts around eye, mouth and face contours. Furthermore, the hallucinated faces seem not be similar to the original HR ones to some extent. Chang's NE approach tends to produce noises on the hallucinated results especially on locations around eyes. Ma's LSR approach generates some smoothness effects around the eyes and mouth.
Jung's SR approach enhances the edges around the eyes and mouth to some extent, while the ringing effects also occur around the face contour. In contrast, Jiang's LcR method and our LCDLRR method hallucinate competitive face images with more details in the eye, mouth and face contour than other methods and meanwhile the results of LCDLRR are much more similar to the original HR ones. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 mark some visual differences on the hallucinated HR faces generated by different approaches, from which we can observe that our LCDLRR can obtain better super-resolved individual details.
The average PSNR and SSIM values of different methods are tabulated in Tables 2 and 3 . It can be seen that the proposed LCDLRR obtains the best performance among all competitive methods. From the above analysis, we can have the following observations: (i) patch-based methods substantially outperform global-based ones; (ii) by taking the face position semantics priors into account, position-patch based methods (LSR, SR and our method) can outperform NE method; (iii) by incorporating the matrix regression and LRR constraint, our LCDLRR can obtain the best performances in both of visual quality and objective assessment.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A locality-constrained double low-rank representation method is proposed for face hallucination problem in this paper. The proposed method can compute representation coefficients of input patch matrix directly without matrixto-vector conversion. In addition, we take consideration of the low-rank and locality constraints on representation coefficients, enforcing to adaptively select the training samples from the same subspace with input and taking into account of the locality manifold distance. For each input lowresolution (LR) patch matrix, its representation coefficients over the training patch matrices at the same position can be obtained. Then its corresponding high-resolution (HR) patch matrix can be computed with the LR training patches replaced by the corresponding HR ones. Experiments on standard face hallucination databases demonstrate that our method could yield both better subjective and objective performance than some state-of-the-art approaches. 
